Data-driven Spoken Language Understanding (SLU) systems need semantically annotated data which are expensive, time consuming and prone to human errors. Active learning has been successfully applied to automatic speech recognition and utterance classification. In general, corpora annotation for SLU involves such tasks as sentence segmentation, chunking or frame labeling and predicate-argument annotation. In such cases human annotations are subject to errors increasing with the annotation complexity. We investigate two alternative noise-robust active learning strategies that are either data-intensive or supervision-intensive. The strategies detect likely erroneous examples and improve significantly the SLU performance for a given labeling cost. We apply uncertainty based active learning with conditional random fields on the concept segmentation task for SLU. We perform annotation experiments on two databases, namely ATIS (English) and Media (French). We show that our noise-robust algorithm could improve the accuracy up to 6% (absolute) depending on the noise level and the labeling cost.
INTRODUCTION
Spoken Language Understanding (SLU) aims at extracting concept and their relations from spontaneous speech. We use machine learning algorithms to extract these relations from annotated corpora. The drawback of this approach is the need of a semantically annotated data in order to learn the model. In this context of supervised learning, the two main issues are to reduce the cost of manual annotation and to deal with noisy or mislabeled examples which might impact the statistical learner [1] . The first issue is addressed by the Active Learning (AL) framework which selects for manual annotation the most informative examples and thus reduces the number of supervised training examples needed to achieve a given level of performance. AL has been successfully studied in many tasks: word segmentation, shallow semantic parsing, speech recognition and spoken language understanding [2] . The second issue is annotation error detection and control. The main idea is to detect (likely) noisy annotations and improve their accuracy [3, 4] . Most of the work related to labeling error detection deals with the problem as a post-processing step but it is an important part of the labeling process [5, 6] . This paper presents an uncertainty based AL framework in order to deal with annotation errors. We focus on the concept segmentation task for SLU using CRFs [7] which have been shown to be efficient [1] . We use the probabilistic confidence of the CRF model [8] to assign the degree of uncertainty to a whole annotation. We propose two noise-robust strategies based on error detection. One is data-intensive since no more human supervision is needed, the total amount of annotated data is not affected while the strategy improves the training data set significantly in comparison of the standard AL. The second is supervision-intensive and proposes for human correction likely erroneous annotations. This strategy reduces the total amount of annotated data but exhibits better performance on the model side in comparison to the previous one for a given labeling effort. We show on two SLU databases, namely ATIS and MEDIA, that the noise-robust strategies could improve the accuracy up to 6% (absolute) depending on the noise level and the labeling cost. The paper is structured as follow. We present the two SLU datasets used in our experiments in the section 2. The section 3 presents the adapted strategies to noisy datasets and compares them against passive learning and traditional active learning.
MEDIA AND ATIS DATASETS
In our experiments we used two datasets. ATIS [9] is a publicly available corpus used in the early nineties for SLU evaluation. MEDIA [10] has been recently collected and will be made available through ELRA. ATIS: The Air Travel Information System (ATIS) task is designed to provide flight information. The semantic representation used is frame based. The SLU goal is to map the language query into a frame/slot structure. In this paper we focus on the extraction of frame slots represented as attribute/value pair (concept). For example, from the user request "list flights from boston to philadelphia", the concept "FROMLOC.CITY = boston" and "TOLOC.CITY = philadelphia" have to be extracted. We start from the same dataset as [11] : the training set consists of 4978 utterances selected from the Class A (context independent) training data in the ATIS-2 and ATIS-3 corpora whilst the ATIS test set contains both the ATIS-3 NOV93 and DEC94 datasets, 893 utterances. In [11] , each training utterance is annotated with an abstract semantic annotation generated from the hand corrected semantic parse results from the Phoenix parser. We did a semi-automatic procedure to get the words/concept alignment. MEDIA:The French research project MEDIA evaluates different SLU spoken dialogue systems designed to provide tourist information. The dialog corpus includes 1250 Wizard of Oz conversation recordings: 250 speakers have followed each 5 hotel reservation scenarios. This corpus has been manually transcribed and then conceptually annotated according to a semantic representation defined within the project. This representation is based on the definition of concepts that can be associated to 3 kinds of information: the standard attribute/value information, specifier information, and mode (see [10] for more details). Table 1 shows an example of message from 
NOISE-ROBUST AL STRATEGIES
Data-driven SLU systems need semantically annotated data which are expensive, time consuming and prone to human errors. AL aims to minimize the number of labeled utterances by automatically selecting for labeling the utterances that are likely to be most informative. But annotation errors still strongly impact the statistical systems performances. Annotation consistency and reliability is thus a crucial issue. We expect that integrating an error detection algorithm in the AL process will be beneficial for the following reasons: detecting annotation errors is beneficial to improve the train set quality in order to learn accurate model; it exhibits ambiguous annotations and could improve the annotator skill at each AL turn.
The idea behind the error detection algorithm is that the examples which are classified with low confidence with a model trained with the very same data are more probably labeling errors or outliers. Distinguish between errors or hard examples is not trivial, and error detection methods do not achieve very good precision and recall at the same time [4, 12] . The intuition is that an example is hard to learn because the feature(s) needed to discriminate it from others is(are) not present(s). Our experiments confirm that some concepts confusion pairs persist during all the AL turns: the learner repeats the same mistake. It means that adding more examples does not help the learner. Obviously, removing erroneous examples will be benefit, we guess that removing hard ones will not have impact on the learner performance. Moreover, checking hard examples could be useful to find the features which should be incorporated into the model, which are in some cases very intuitive [1] . According to these facts, we propose two noise-robust strategies plugged into the AL framework to deal with annotation errors during the annotation process. We experiment these strategies within the certainty-based AL method which selects for labeling the examples that the learner is least confident about. The learner used is using Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [7] which provides a conditional probability model over the whole annotation given the observations. As [8] we exploit this probability to measure uncertainty. We compare the strategies with the passive approach where the new examples to be labeled are chosen randomly and the standard AL algorithm.
The figure 1 presents the AL algorithms. The standard AL follows the steps 1,2(a,b,c,d,h,i) while the noise robust strategies execute the steps 2(e,f,g) too. The standard AL starts (step 1) with N bootstrap randomly annotated examples S L to build a first model μ 0 , N is about 10% of available transcription (i.e. 500 examples for ATIS, 1000 for MEDIA). μ is a CRF trained using a traditional first order dependency graph. Features are the indicators for specific words and their corresponding lexical class in a window [-4, 2] around the decision state. In each AL turn, a batch of k examples for which the model μ is less confident about is selected (S k ) in the unlabeled part S U . Then S k is presented for human labeling and added to the set of training data. A new model μ is trained and the process is repeated. We use a batch selection k = 200 for ATIS and k = 1000 for MEDIA. This is our baseline B.
The bold part (steps 2(e,f,g)) in figure 1 correspond to the standard algorithm modification and is followed by the noiserobust strategies: 1) the first strategy, following the step 2(g)i in figure 1 , is 2) the second, following the step 2(g)ii, is supervision intensive: the strategy selects, at each AL turn, the I most likely erroneous annotated examples and asks further human supervision. Both the model and the human annotators should benefit by this strategy: on the model side, the train set is cleaner and more consistent, on the annotators side, some cases of annotation errors are disambiguated and should not occur any more in the future annotations. This strategy privileges the refinement of per-sample annotation accuracy. We experiment these strategies on noisy ATIS and MEDIA corpora. We use the ATIS dataset presented in the section 2 since it contains annotation errors. In order to perform similar experiments on MEDIA, we produce noisy versions of the MEDIA dataset following the next mechanism: 1) we compute the concept confusion pair statistics from the test set with a model built on all training data, 2) we choose randomly J annotated examples from the ME-DIA data, 3) for each chunks of these examples, we decide randomly (0 or 1) if the chunks will be corrupted, if yes, we assign randomly a new concept from the list of confusable concepts.
We produced two MEDIA noisy corpus with different levels of noise varying the parameter J: the first one contains about 2000 corrupted sentences and 13% of concepts corrupted in comparison with the original one, the second has 4000 sentences and 26% of concepts corrupted. In order to Fig. 3 . Noise-robust strategies vs. baseline AL for MEDIA for different noise levels, 13% and 26% of concepts corrupted simulate the human supervision proposed in the second strategy, we use as checked/corrected annotation, for MEDIA, annotations contained in the original corpus. For ATIS, we disambiguated most of the annotation errors with a simple rule [1] to produce an ATIS disambiguated dataset (10% of the annotations have been modified). This dataset is used as the dataset which contains the checked version of annotations.
To evaluate our strategies we speak in terms of "amount of labeling effort". The first proposed strategy removes some instances at each step of the AL algorithm, thus the model is built with a smaller number of instances but the amount of labeling effort is identical as the standard AL since the same amount of data is annotated and no more human supervision is needed. The second strategy presents to human annotators for checking suspected erroneous examples, the amount of labeling effort is then increased by the size of checked data. This might not be representative of the actual cost because the task of checking and correcting instances differs from annotating them from scratch. The figures 2 and 3 present the two strategies integrated with the AL baseline B for both ATIS and MEDIA, the data-intensive strategy is denoted "active learning (B+g1)" and the supervision-intensive "active learning (B+g2)". In real condition, I in the step 2g could be parameterized according to the expected level of noise in the annotations (according to the annotation complexity, the number of annotators, their skill, etc.). I could be fixed high at the beginning of the annotation process, since the number of annotation errors is expected higher, and decreased each AL turn. In case of the supervision-intensive strategy, I can be adapted to the annotators capabilities and the wanted ratio quality/amount of annotations. The threshold himself in the step 2g should be fixed according to the task complexity. Simpler is the task, more confident should be the model on the clean training data. Anyway this parameter is not constraining since strategies work well with different configurations. Figures 2 and 3 present performance of strategies selecting all annotations under a threshold in step 2g of the algorithm. The threshold determined empirically is 0.7 for ATIS and 0.4 for MEDIA. We can see that noise impact strongly on the learner performance: in order of comparison the accuracy upper bound obtained with the clean version of corpora using the same learner is 95% for ATIS and 92% for MEDIA. The standard AL in situation of noisy data both reduce the annotation cost and improve the upper bound accuracy obtained with the passive learning approach. The data and supervision intensive strategies both improve this AL baseline, up to 3% and 6% respectively depending on the noise level and the annotation effort. The second strategy focus on the reliability of a smaller set of annotated data, and thus more adapted if the goal is to build accurate model as fast as possible. The first strategy does not affect the total amount of annotated data, this could be an important criterion if the data have to be re-used for other purpose.
CONCLUSION
We proposed in this paper two strategies to cope with annotation errors in the active learning framework. The idea is based on annotation error detection at each active learning turn. The first one removes automatically these errors from the training set and compute models with higher accuracy in comparison to a standard active learning procedure without affecting the amount of labeled data. The second one asks for human annotators to check them, the total amount of labeled data is reduced but this strategy improves the accuracy in comparison to the first one for an equivalent annotation cost.
